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• Facebook 

• Pinterest 

• youTube 

• Twitter 

• Instagram 

One tool does it!  

• Templates from TopAnchor Quilting Tools rotate 
around the stationary anchor post to give equally 
spaced  petals 

• Fastens on top of the quilt where your work is 
always in sight 

• No additional templates or tools required 

• Move tool around and fasten in different areas to 
put design just where you want them 

• Make additional Dahlia patterns over top of first for 
an easy to make yet complex pattern. Your friends 
will be jealous over how accurate it is! 
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Directions for anchor post & stabilizing  pin 

Hold anchor post with the prong 
pointing down to the fabric (Figure 1). 
Lower post, piercing fabric with 
prong. 

 

Gently rotate rear edge of anchor 
post back a little further than level, 
then bring back up to level and pull 
slightly forward in a scooping 
motion to seat prong (Figure 2). 

The prong will be seated in the fabric underneath the post with the point 
of prong visible on top of fabric.  

Insert stabilizing pin into fabric under bend in anchor post prong, and then 
back up to top of fabric (see photo above). Both ends of stabilizing pin 
will be on top of fabric.   

Adjust so that both ends of pin are covered by the template and are away 
from quilting foot and needle. 

 

Figure 1  

IMPORTANT  This template should only be 
used with a home sewing machine equipped 

with a round toe ruler foot  
similar to the one shown here.  

Other foot types WILL NOT WORK 

Instructions  
 

Position the template over the anchor post and lay flat against the fabric. The tops of the 
template and the anchor post should be even.  

Rotate the template gently from side to side to make sure it moves easily across the fabric 
surface without putting stress on the anchor post or fabric.  

Stitch your Dahlia! 
 

Bring bobbin thread to top of quilt anywhere on stitching line. 
Press down gently on template to hold in place and move with 
quilt while stitching.  

Stitch in either direction to pivot point (or notch). Stitch in place 
one or two stitches to anchor the thread in the point. Rotate 
template until the next notch is again seated around the quilting 
foot; align markings on template with previous stitching to keep 
the pattern straight.  

Stitch from notch to notch, then rotate again being careful to align with previous 
stitching. Repeat until Dahlia pattern is completed.  

Move and turn the quilt as necessary to make stitching easier. Template may be 
lifted off anchor post while repositioning quilt. Don’t remove the anchor post until 
design is completely stitched.   

To remove template from quilt, lift the template up and off anchor post; remove 
stabilizer pin, then tilt front edge of post down and move backwards and up until 
the prong is out of the quilt. 

Make a super easy 12 petal dahlia! 

 

Without moving anchor post, make  another Dahlia pattern over the 
first one. Line up template as shown below. 
 

After rotating template, stitch in either direction to next notch, rotate, 
continue around being sure to keep previous stitching lined up with 
markings on template. 

After first pattern is completed, 

walk back to this point and 

needle down. Rotate template 

until it touches the foot.  

Begin stitching next pattern. 

Stitch and rotate all the way 

around as before. 

Figure 2 
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